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lntervis crackdown
causes m iXed feelings
Halls, and a random sample of Resident Assistants there and Senior
Residents in Brockman Hall in an
by ·MARY ANN BUESCHER
attempt to gauge student opinion of
Monipn1 EdllOf
intervisitation hours and the current
In a student-opinion poll con- enforcement of regulations governducted by the News last week, it was in·g open house. and the consumpfound that SS% of the dorm students tion of alcoholic beverages on camresponding to the poll felt that the pus ..
present enforcement policy in the
Effective with the new school year,
dorms was creating "an atmosphere intervisitation hours were extended ·
of distrust and dishonesty". Concern from the 3-11 p.m. hours on Sunday
.was expressed over ·students con- . through Thursday of last year to 12tinuing to break regulations in an 11 p.m., while the weekend hours
underhanded way and over studthts were extended to 12-2 a.m. The poll
"informing" on each other. In the found that 48% of the students
words of one resident, the. present questioned were satisfied with the
· enforcement policy in matters of in- present intervisitation hours. Of the
tervisitation and the prohibition of 122 students who expressed_ dis· alcoholic beverages from the campus satisfaction w.ith the present hours,
"leads to an air of distrust. People 66% of these wished to see open
.
.
.
· · ·
St•H photo br 8111> V....,
are only concerned with hiding their house extended to 24 hours, while
Someday, when you least expect-It.~~ ·
tracks; there are just too many games the other 33% had varying
Fall of '75 has seen a crack-do"!n in the enforcemeni of the being played."
suggestions for extending the hours
alcohol and intervisitation policies.· The News conducted an The News spoke with 234 students with modifications. Those who exliving in Kuhlman and Husman pressed dissatisfaction with the preto identify
student
opinion
on.::~.-"
the matter.
opinion poll in. order
. ... ~. ..
'~. . .
.
. .
.
.
by RITA SCHOENFELD
Ne,.. Sl•lr Wrller

~·

'..

';

T8rQets of stud0nt satisfaction,
unrest hit by opinion survey
by SUE STEVENOT
News Stair Wrll~r

All returning sophomores,
juniors, and seniors, received student opinion questionnaires in early
August from the Office of the
Academic Vice-President, Rev.
Francis Brennan, S.J. Of the total
number t;>f surveys mailed, 300 were
returned, a response Fr. Brennan
feels was good.
·
Students were asked to pick three
areas which needed improvement
fro!Jl a list of eight University ser-·
vices. The four which students felt
needed most improvement were: I)
C~mpus social activities; 2)food service; 3) career placement, and 4) student counselling.
' · Fr. Brennan discussed his feelings
toward these indicated probl.em

areas:
I ) "Campus social activities,
without abdicating University
responsibility for an atmosphere
which encourages student development, are best handled by. the
students themselves."
2) "Food service, as any in•
stitutional eating service, needs improvement .and constant imagination." Fr. Brennan concluded that
few people are ever satisfied with
this; attention·· and .variety are the
only solutions.
3) "Career Placement has. always
been an area of deep student con·cern. I think that the emphasis here is
not that we are not doing the job, but
that. we are not doing it fast enough.
4) Student counselling was "a
rather ambiguous" term. Fr. Bren-

.:·'·

. ~·

sent hours generally directed their
dislike against the 11 p.m. curfew on
weekdavs. As onP. stud!!nt stated,
"The nature of dorm life is that
things go on past 11 p.m."
This year marks the beginning of a
new enforcement policy in the
residence halls. In the past, the R.A.
used his or her judgment in the
application of a regulation to a particular situation. However, as a
result of a barrage of protests, a new
procedure was sought out' and implemented this year. Under the new
policy, every offense incurred is
written up as a violation without any
evaluation of the situation on the
part of the R.A. When a second
offense has occurred, the offender
appears before the Student Judicial
Board (composed of an elected
Justice from each hall and one commuter appointed by the Commuter
Council) which will judge the offense
and set down appropriate punishlntervls to page 12

.,~·.

..

nan expressed concern that students
had confused faculty counselling
with career placement and psychological services. "I don't know
what to make of the response.'~·
The services indicated most adequate were registration, parking,
and campus security.
Over 98% of the students felt that
people at Xavier make a sincere effort to help students. The same
percentage would recom_mend
·xavier ·to prospective students.
More than 97% of the students in- ·
dicated their teachers were well"To Identify problems"
prepared during the last year.
At the erid of the survey was a·
space for comments: The following Rev. Frank Brennan, S.J., the Academic Vice-President, conare representative of the responses: ducted a poll of students during the summer relating to many
.
Targets to page 2 aspects of Xavier life. Some of the results were surprising.

'Recycling.
is the focus of concern for XU
students trying to preserve the environment

• ~ .............. ":<IJ

by GAYLE ST AY1'0N
N..,. Stall' Wrlltr

Amid the multitude of fliers
strategically plac~ on walls, doors,
and bulletin boards on campus, a
new one bearing the emblem of
"SHARE" has been seen in recent
days. SHARE is a group headed by
senior Tim Lynch. to advance the
practice of preserving the environment through recycling. In fact, the
name of the group incorporates its
goals: Students Helping Arrange a
Recycled Environment (SHARE).
The organization of a recycling effort is not new to the Xavier campus.
Two years ago, Jim Linsenmeyer,
'76, worked to involve Xavier in such
an effort by setting up a center for
cans and newspapers i~ ~ usman

Hall. This attempt at recycling encountered numerous difficulties.
The bulky cans presented a problem
for storage, and the fire department
insisted that the newspapers being
stored in barrels in the halls be
collected daily. In addition to these
problems, the fluxuating amount
received for recyclable material put a

financial damper on ·the project. It
was decided at the time that the best
way to conserve materials was by
persuading people to. use returnable

containers and to conserve on other ·
resources, such as water and electricity.
At present there is a new attempt
at recycling on Xavier's campus. The
goals of SHARE, as articulated by
Tim Lynch, are to conserve the environment through recycling and to
·educate people regarding its necessity. Deposit points will be set up in all
dorms and in the University Center
for the collection of cans (aluminum,
· tin, and bi-metal) and glass (clear
and colored).
Following a meeting last Monday
at the Pied Piper, Lynch told the
News that hew as "confident that this
new recycling project can be effective."
Anyone can participate either by
contributing recyelable materials or
giving of time.

Larry Sheehe.
Xavier News columnist

. Th~ Xavier Soc:ial Committee will present Lonnie Mack for your
hstenmg pleasure m the first dance concert in the Queen City on Saturday, October 4 in the Xavier Armory.
·

•••

Johnny Carson, with his usual command of the English language,
recei:itty a~dressed the following pearl of metaphysical insight to
David Stem berg: ..You are seen so much on TV because TV is so visible."

•••

Thrlesuits of Xavier invite all Freshmen and new students to an informal gathering at the Schott residence on Friday, October 10 from
8:00 p.m: to 11:~ p.m. Beer, chips, and the fabled dining room in
Schott will provide an excellent opportunity for new students to meet
the Jesuit community and other fellow students. Students can drop in
any time or stay the whole time.

•••

Even while Americans tighten their belts to make it through hard
times, their taxes still subsidize the pursuit of knowledge. The Congressional Record recently listed several uses of tax money that Congress appropriated, including: $6,000 to study Polish bisexual fross;
$20,000 to study the blood groups of Polish Zlotnika pigs· $71 000 to
compile the history of comic books; and $70,000 to study th; smell
given off by Australian aborigines.
. CPS, September 22, 1975 ·

•••

. The first Pied Piper Coffeehouse o.f the year will be this Saturday
m~ht, October 4, from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. The featured act will be
· the duet of Charlie and Clem-Clem. With them will be single performers Lori Wolfson, Steve Young, and Bob Pellegrini.· Admission is
· free and a unique evening of entertainment is guaranteed. Call the
Piper at 745-3365 for more details.

•••

•

. The limits of psychotherapy as laid down in the shrink industry's
Popular Mechanics: ..Psychotherapy is an undefined technique
applied to unspecified cases with unpredictable results. For this technique, rigorous training is required."
Psychology Today, June 1974

Where did the
tennis courts go?
Where once resided the Xavier
tennis courts now is just a ravaged
plot of mud. Soon, however, it is to
be the home of the Rev. Paul
O'Conner Memorial Intramural
Sports Complex. It will open too late
to benefitthe current class ofseniors,
but the remainder of the University
(and prospective students) stands to
reap aplenty. It will be a welCome addition to Xavier.
The major attraction of the Complex is the long-awaited swimming
pool. While I doubt that it will rival.
the ~atato!iu~ at this City's other
~esw~ Inst1!ut1on of Higher Learnmg, 1t cant help but make a big
splash around here. The closest
things we can point to resembling a
pool .are the. McDonald Memorial
(Library) footbath and a basement
wing in Brockman after a waterfight.
.(We could have employed lifeguards
at one memorable fight during my
freshman.year.)
.
Thanks to a· $750,000 donation
from the Corbett Foundation(% of
the entire cost), the construction of
this Complex is possible. The project
· is a worthwhile one and the intentions of all involved are comme~dable .. However, I disawee with the
location chosen for the new Com-

•••
In the rash of colds that developed from the change in weather this

past week, Junior Kathy Mahoney went to the Health Center to find
out just what was the problem with her sore throat. She learned that
she had a case of iDflamed tonsils...But how could that be?" she
wondered. She'd had her tonsils removed when she was six years old! .

•••

On marches progressive liberalism, an ideology of endless causes:
..At 10 or 12, children in really messy situations should have the legal
right to petition for removal from impossible families, and those rights
should be reasonably easy to exercise."
The New Republic, June 15, 1974

•••

•

Freshmen who haven't picked up their Freshmen Registry should
contact Tom Madigan or Rieb Russo as soon as possible.
.

••••

Students ~terested in helping.out with recruiting this year should
contact Katie Pearson in Room 305 of the Admissions Office or call
?4S-3i69.
.

•••

Police in Bloomington, Indiana, are still investigating the unfortunat~ and unusual case of Mr. Hiram Mcintosh who was mistaken for
a squirrel and shot three times. Mr Mcintosh is recovering.
'.
·
T~ A_Jter'!~!~ve,_!!ovember, 1974
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plex. It's in the right general area,
though. In fact, it's only about SO feet
removed from the prime location.
Instead of tearing up the tennis
courts, track, and baseball. field, I
would have proposed remodelling
the present football field!
Just imgaine this. Xavier's Corcoran Field is presently surrounded
on three sides by concrete walls six
feet high. Add a fourth wall; pave the
playing field; install drains, sewers,
and assorted other plumbing, and
you've got a pool larger than any
Olympic facility on earth.
I have no qualms with the planned
To account for the· stress and Complex, though. At least this way
pressure factors of the water, it we will have a swimming pool that
would be necessary to construct con- . will not be controlled by the
crete walls three or four feet thick at ··elements. The fact that we're getting
the open ends of the field. However, a pool at all is progress.
·
that wouldn't cost $2 miJJion. While
-However, progress demands
we still have money left then, I would
recommend a carpet of artificial turf change, and in change some must
to allow for the resumption of soccer suffei;-. In this case, it will probably
be the tennis playing freaks. Our old
and rugby games.
In the winter: drain the pool; c.ourts weren't_great, but they were
remove the turf; flood the area with permaneni. Anyone who remembers
three or four inches of water; and let what the site of the new courts lookit freeze. Now you would have the ed like might be hesitant to make the
Country's largest open 8ir iee skating claim. I wouldn't be too surprised if,
rink. (The former titleholder was after a solid week of Cincinnati rain,
Winterhurst in Lakewood, Ohio.) the new courts slid over the edge into
The O'Conner Complex has no the parking lot.·. .

(~~~-...;,_·D_O_l_N_G?~....-)

•••

This weekend the Riverfront Coliseum will hold two shows for ·
m~ic lovers of all kinds. F~day night, October 3 at 8 p.m. the World
Senes of Jazz features Herbie Mann and his Family of Mann as well
as other groups and performers. Saturday, October 4, Jethro Tull
headlines a concert at 8:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, oci:oBER 3,
O'Brlui SemJnan, ."Bicentennial Faculty Wiva, "Newcomer's Tea"
America and Rededication to Life,"· 2-4 p.m. Coach House Art Gallery'
Dr. Roger Fortin and Dr. Robert Racln1 Team at Indianapolis
Hartje, 8:00, University Center S.utn1 Te81D ·at Wright State
Theatre.
MONDAY, OCTOBER I, · .
· Convocation,CollegeofContinuing Xavier Women's Forum-"An
Education
Ounce of Prevention," Terrace
Social CommJttee Meet1n1-Regis Room, 2 p.m.
Room; Univenity Center 2:00-3:15 Liturgy; Bellannine Chapel, 5 p.m.
p.m. .
.
.
TUESiM Y, OCT08ER 1,
SATURDAY, OCT08ER tf,
BaebaU, Xavier vs. Northern Ken8icentennial America lmtitute, tucky State (2), home 2:00 p.m.
Alter321,9:00a.m.-3p.m.
Xavier Women's Forumaacln1 Team at Indianapolis .. HonoringXavierWomen,"Terrace
RAacewSAaRy Park
Room 12-1:30 p:m.
A
oiler Skating P~rty
..Today's Woman: Choice, Not
Chance," Terrace Room, 2 p.m.
SaWn1 Team At Wright State
Piell Piper Co«eehoun 9:00 p.m.- C ocktail s, 6 p.m.
I a.m.
··
Dinner, Faculty Dining Room, 7
Soccer Game-X.U. vs. Missouri, p.m.
Stadium, "Under the Lights;" 8:00 ..Freedom of the Press," University
p.m.
Center Theatre, 8. p.m. ·
·
"Lonnie Mack in Concert," after the Delta Sipna Pi: J. Cissell, Terrace
Soccer Game, Armory. Open to all Room, 8:00 p.m.
students and anyone presenting an · Sky~hin1 Club membership
18 yr•. old I.D.
meeting, 6:30 p.m .•. Hearth Room
::.&JNDAY, OCTOBER 6,
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8,
Women's· Week Be1in1-0pen ·Xavier Women'i ForumHouse, Breen Lodge, 1:00-4:00 University· Center Lobby Displays,
p.m. "The Feminist Perspective," 10:00 a.m.----4:00 p.m.
Kelley Auditorium, Alter Hall, 7:00 "Womanpower in Politics", Terrace
p.m.
Room, 2:00 p.m.
..We're Not Here To Swap Recipes,"
Terrace Room, 3:30 p.m.
"ERA-Who Cares?" Terrace
Room. 7:00 p.m.

LOW AUTO RATES
call

Sparkling chrome
accented by distinctive
barrel colors

s2.so
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XAVIER BOOK STORE
UNIVERSITY CENTER
u

The Xmer Newt Is the olllclal student
newspaper of Xavier University. The articles, pie·
lures, and format are the· responslbliily.ol the

P..e2

--·

editors and do not represent the vle;.s of the ad·
ministration, faculty, and student body of Xavier
unless specifically stated.
The Newt ls published weeklyduringtheschool
year eKcept during vacation and examination
periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio
45207. Subscriptions are $5.00 per year. TheNewa
was entered aa se<:ond class matter October 4,
1946, at the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under
the Act of March 3, 1879.
Letters submitted to Iha N9wt for publicatlpn
must carry signature and addrns of writer.,

ART HAUSER
INSURANCE,
INC.
Art Hauser,
Xavier, '54

871-0098
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any
leller and limit frequent writers. ·
Main offices, first floor, University Center
Building. News-editorial telephone:· (513) 7453561. Advertising telephone: (513) 745-3431.
Editor-In-Chief •..••••••...•.•. Stephen Bedell
Managing Editor .•••••••••• Mary Ann Buescher
Advisor ............................ John GelZ
Business Manager ••••• , •••••••• , •• Jack Jelfre
Aris Editor ........................ Anita Buck

provisions for ice-skaters and
hockey-players .
One more option in this plan
would be the chance to wage Galley
wars. Galley fighting was considered
great sport in the · times of the ·
Romans and I just have a feeling that
it would be a natural at Xavier. In a
· Galley fight, two ship (Galleys) fight a
naval battle before the multitudes in
a crowded arena, each with the in- tent ion of sinking the other.
(Somehow, after Rugby, Pushball,
vertical egg tosses, beer ·chugging,
and White Castle eating contests this
sport of Galley fighting doesn;t seem
so bad.)

Targets
.from pag, 1
- "X. U; is a fine institution and I

am proud to be a student here,· but

one must realize that even the best
institutions c8n stand some room for
improvement."
- ... have found the teachers at
Xavier to be supremely friendly and
interested in helping the students. A
big phis for the University!"
• '7he philosophy and theoiogy in
a curriculum should be cut to half of
what is currently required; this
would allow the student more
freedom to .elect subjects be or she is
really interested in."
. Comments about the survey itself
mcluded:
·
• ... hope this isn't another
questionnaire that I wasted my time
filling out.·~
- "This questionnaire is a good
. way. of finding out soft spots in the
Xavier community. Often the views
· given ·to administrators reflect only
the dorm students. Because of the
commuters' involvement with jobs,
family, etc., often this sector. seems
·· neglected. This appears to be the
area most needing improvement."
. - "I think too much money is being
waste~ on surveys, and not enough
on action... I just wish improvement
would be made; why bother to take a
survey if there is no follow-up'r'
Fr. Brennan summed up the impact. of the survey, "It is functional,
admittedly, not for' scientific concl.usions about Xavier; it is to
provide us with a little guidance in
trying to identify problems."

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
HASSAN MOTORS, INC.
3813 Montgomery Road
• Cincinnati, Ohio 45212
531 5500

10% OFF

on all ·service and pa_rta to
X.U. students and ·faculty
with Identification cards.

Send for your up·to·date,· 160·
page, n:iail order catalog. Enclose
· $1.00 to cover postage and·
·handling.
·
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE,. INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE., # 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
{213) 477-8474
;

Our research papers are sol~ for research purposes only;
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Art Directors .•••.•.•.....•••••.• Carol Jacober
.
Charles Fallon
Copy Editor ................... Rita Schoenfeld
Columnists •••••• Larry Sheehe, Fhmnnon Flynn,
.
Lisa Maechllng

Slaff • • · ·······Deborah Gaston, Gayle Stayton,
Gordon Bartell, Ray Lebowskl, Steve Moser, Steve
Cummings, Marcia Plescia, Tim Ranaghlin Stan
Saunier, Michael Coulter, cathyMcCalle!'fY 'Mary
Neenan, Kevin McGraw, Sue Stevenot,' Mike
Vllaboy, Fred Jorge.nsen, Mary Henkel, Kathy Mc·
Connick, Sieve Hart, Jack Franckhauser Walter
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.
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Karate- ''kicks off'' ne_w year
in burst of speed and -power
by BOB STEGMOYER
Ne,.. St1fr Writer

A Martial Arts demonstration
was held by the Xavier Karate Club
in the University Center Theatre on
Wednesday, September 24. Designed to entice students into joining the
Xavier University Karate Club, the
demonstration served to exhibit the
fundamental techniques of Karate,
while maintaining the aura of beau. ty, power, and speed peculiar to the
sport.
·
. The particular style of karate exhibited at the . demonstration is
known as Tae Kwon Do (Korean
Karate). Translated literally, this
means "the art· of hand and foot
fighting." Tae Kwon Do is also the
style taught in the X. U. Karate Club.
The demonstration was narrated
by Master Kyongwon Ahn; an 8th
Degree Black Belt, and instructor of
Tae Kwon Do. Master Ahn is
recognized in karate circles
throughout the \1(..Qrld. He is of the
first generation of Moo D.uk Kwan,
meaning that his instructor was .the
Grand Master of all Korean Karate.
Master Ahn, who oversees the
Xavier Karate Club, and runs three
other schools in the Cincinnati area,
is the highest rankingTae Kwori Do
instructor in the United States.
The demonstration commenced
with an exhibition of basic stretching

and-motion techniques designed to
facilitate breathing, speed, and
focus. In all, there are about 20 such
basic motion techniques and various
stretching exercises the student does
during each class period.
Hyungs, or katas, were
demonstrated both in the simple and
advanced forms. Katas are a rigid set
of movements performed by one
man against imaginary opponents.
Every move of a kata has special
significance arid the student is expected to execute these movements
exactly as. they were- passed down
from the Grand Master of the style.
Each kata has its own historical and
philosophical significance and is
directed_ at the development oT the
character, self-confidence, patience,
physical fitness, and alertness of the
practitioner.
·
Form Ba-Sai, a kata executed by
Kim Limes, chief instructor of the
X. U. Karate Club, is an: advanced
form, difficult .to master .. It can be
traced back 800 years, and has its
roots in a form of Kung _Fu. Upon
observing a kata such 3!i' this, -one
must remember that even though it
looks like an arbitrarily random
assortment of moves, -each punch,
kick, angle, and· breath is pres<;ribed.
One-step sparring and advanced
sparring techniques were
demonstrated afterwards. Even

though this sparring is somewhat
formalized as to attack and defense,
it is a technique that allows the student to practice and learn the basics
of street and self-<lefense. H'yungs
and sparring tend to demonstrate
karate for what it is, a highly skilled
and beautiful art.
Besides sparring, free style and advanced free-style were also exhibited. Free style serves· as a means
for the student to exercise all the
basic punches, kicks, and blocks, as
well as the coordination and balance
learned in the basic motions and
Hyungs.
In a free-style match, the
philosophy of Yin-Yang pervades.
Force never opposes force, but
rather a forceful attack is opposed by
a passive defense, and a light attack
is opposed by a forceful defense.
Contrary to popular belief, the
breaking of bricks and boards by the
karate student does not constitute
the entirety of karate. H~wever, in
Tae Kw.on Do, breaks are executed
to prove the power behind the
graceful and beautiful techniques of
the basic motions and the Hyungs.
Most offensive punches and kicks
seem merely empty techniques until
the power behind them is proven by
breaking either boards or cinder
slabs.
Karate to page 12

Quaker Oats
·

by TOM USHER
Sports £dltor

Under sunny skies Saturday afternoon 'at Corcoran Field, the Mliskie
booteni · not only scored theii. first
goal of the year, but went on to
record their first win by blanking the
Quakers of Wilmington, 4-0. Tom
Stevens, the rookie from
Finneytown, lined home X's first tally of the year after receiving a pass
from John Capurro in the goal
mouth. Capurro made it a 2-0 X lead
with two minutes left in the first half
when he pumped an "aspirin tablet"
by baffled Quaker net minder Dave
Strout.
·
Coming into the game, Coach Bob
McKinney's strategy was to contain,
as opposed to tackling, the foreignborn Wilmington squad. Last year at
Wilmington, Xavier was intimidated
by the foreigners, as the Quakers
scored an impressive S-0 victory over

XU boaters· lap up 1st win,
devour Wilmington Quakers 4-0

X. But that was a year ago. Now it who could rank as the No. I soccer
was X outshooting the Big.Green 42- squad in the~nation ai game time. A
10· and not the other way around.
few weeks ago, U.M.-St. Louis
Stevens made it 3-0, Xavier, with defeated soccer powerhouse St.
his 2nd. score of the contest, ten Louis 4-2.
SOCCER SCRmBLINGS!
minutes into the 2nd half. The final
tally came off the leg of· B!1an Rob Sieber missed the ·last . two
Robertson. Robertson's shot on a games, due to a severely sprained
penalty kick was babbled in front of toe.
.
the net by their hapless goalie; and
•Al Ricks is sidelined with crackwhen the ball squirted loose, Robert• ed ribs, which were banged in against
Cleveland State.
son was there to jab it home.
Commenting on the victory,
•Tom Powers, who took over the·
McKinney said, "We're getting to goal-tending chores against Walsh,
the point now that our lines are had a tough day against Earlham.
working together as a unit. We're Earlham won 4-0, but three of the
awful young, and teamwork take.s tallies were labeled as "impossible to
game experience to develop." The stop." Powers recorded his first
victory upped X's slate to 1-3, but - shutout against Wilmington with six
they have little time to celebrate. . legitimate saves. When he makes a
This Saturday at 8. p.m., Xavier save, he reminds me of Dick Butkus
entertains U. of Missouri-St. Louis, hopping on a fumble.

Sugflr-'n Spice

Photo by Pete Henkel

Baseball readies its sting
What Xavier team knocked off
Ohio State, Ohio University, and
Cincinnati twice each last year?
Well, unless you weren't here last
year, or you've been in a state of
rigor-mortis, you should know it was
the .. XU Baseball Team. Coach Bill
Wolffs baseballers finished with an
overall 26-20 mark (10-5 in the fall,
16-1 S in the spring).
With the loss of o.nly two players
from last year, Steve Jostworth and
Hughie "Catfish" Carmichael, peopie around the diamond feel this will
be the year XU gets an NCAA bid.
The four leading Muskie hurlers are
all seniors with a lot of impressive
statistics: Kevin· Lyons (8-5, 3.42
ERA), Bill Krumpelbeck (7-6, 2.S I

ERA), Tim Murphy (5-3, 2.85
ERA), and ~ike Deely (3-3, 2.50
ERA) who mans the bullpen.
The leading hitter is Roy Troxell
(.348 with 36 RBis) who will play at
first or as designated hitter. Fred
Schmergie can play first sack also
and will be trvin~ to recover his 1973
.330 swing .. Tom Merkle, a .308
hitter in left field, will go back to his
natural position of second base to
replace the graduated Jostworth.
Shortstop will be manned by George
Miller (.282) and at third ~ill be the
best defensive ballplayer on the team
from last year, Terry Snider.
Snagging fly balls will be Gary
Ba1eball lo page 12
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$33,500,000

I
I UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS I
1.

over $33,500,000 unclaime~ scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 ·to $10,000. Current list of these·
·sources researched and compiled as of September 5, 1975.
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UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103·
am enclosing $12.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
(Check or money order - no cash, please.)
you with to use your charge card,

I

.,

I

l UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
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Spree makes writing¥. smooth·

· and effortless as skiing
And I'll give you 25t to try this wonderful new pen-now.
-

Jean·Claude Killy Olympic Ski Champion

Why Spree ls so effortless ...

l

Morn than 11:.000 pe1leclly round glass

Th1s~r~!fcd: a8 ~~~~1~;r~ ~c:~:n'~~a~'r!~~r: Sp~
iusl lhc nghl ;:imounl cl ink lo the hp. The resull.
smooth. ellorlless vmt1ng lrom the momenl
~:
Spree comes m contact w1lh the paper.

B

Spree uses.the lh1nner, cleaner, more
• • w11rd ffee-rrow1ng typo ol ink found 1n lell
11os, instead of tne lh1ck 011-b11sc mk
used m ordinary ball pomts And you have a
chO•cc of tet black or brrghl blue ink

3

The Spree ball lip as
• made of super·lough.
1ungs1en carbide
Unlike felt tips. 11 never gels
blunl L1ko a ball point. 11
makes carbons What's mote.
every Spree Pen comes with
a guarantee lo write ro your
sa11sfac11on or )'Our money back
.

DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR
COMPLETE· DINNERS

Simply pu1ch.1se a Spree Pen, C•ftle lhO puce paid
cin 1tic c,uh reo•ster rnce1p1 ana 5end '"receipt ·.f1111h

coupon below:

ThuNdaJ, October a, 1171
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Credi:n1arbank No.

OPEN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
FOR YOUR DINING PL~ASURE

WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINE~T PANCAKES AND WAFFLES.
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFAST
..~iTH. US. /UST. 5 MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES.

I
1·
I

,··oim"B"~'-' ·~~:~:ru~~s~R · 1I ·

Reading Road at Victory Parkway

DROP IN· AFTER THE MOVIE
OR AFTER THAT LATE
WEEK-END DATE.

I

PLUS A SUPEA SPECIAL

..
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NOW AT YOUR X.U. eOOKITORE
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Wofnen behind Women·.'s Week
bJ MARY HENKEL
NIWI SWf Wlfiir

WHEN THDE'S NO GREATER LOVE ~·s
NO GREATER Girr ·THAN A DIAMOND
Love ia the greatest. And when you've got It,
flaunt it. With t~e gift of a diamond pin, ring,
pendant or earring• from our brilliant selection.
A diamond traditionally expresses laeting love.
And isn't love one tradition we'd like to
keep alive and thriving?
H
.
8 UI •
A-Cluster
Only $89

DISCOUlllT

•RICI StrHt ·

TO ALL

ClllClllMll, Ohio

llAVIEA
STUDENTS

tel: 621·0704

STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

·'

/

/

SUNDAY ... LADIES FREE
TUESDAY ••• $1.00
admission or free with pass fror:n any
other night.
WEDNESDAY~
•• ADMISSION
.
........
covers cost of beer ·and soft drinks.

THURSD.AY ... QUARTER NITE
start the weekend early. $1.00 admission
at door

·FRIDAY

a· SATURDAY

START OF A WILD.
WEEKEND

Wfhe Xavier Women•s Forum in.vites you to celebrate International
· Women•syear,"beginsthebrochure.
It presents a program for a week's
events that range from Sunday's address by Wilma Scott Heide, former
president of NOW (the National
Organization of women) to
Thunday's concert by Lady ckace;
from Friday's "Women/Men
Teams" volleyball and softball competitions, to Monday's Liturgy in
Celebration of Women
· The slim black and white schedule
represents a long process of development and planl)ing. The United
Nations' declaration of 197S as
"International Women's Year" provided inspirations, but cooperative
efforts of a varied group of Xavier
people gave the impetus. ·
Donna Lynd-Price originated the
program. Currently an undergr!lduate Communications Arts
major, she came to Xavier in 1974.
Though married and the mother of
four, Lynd-Price became a very active student.She has a frank manner,
and a dynamic approach.
"I wanted to do this becawe I
came into contact with women on.
the campw that I thought were
super-capable, yet they didn't seem
to be doing anything except helping
the men. Of course it':r that way in.
suburbia too, and in the bwiness
world. . .I think women should stop
being afraid of doing thing:r their
way."
In her first year, Lynd-Price
organized "Media at Xaviei;~
(MAX), a chapter of the nationwide.
Women in Communications, Inc. In
January, she suggested that MAX
plan a Women's Day for Xavier in
honor of Women's Year 1975. The
concept of the October S-10
Women's Week grew gradually from
this, eventually involving people
outside of MAX.
Lynd-Price praises especially the
work of Mimi Keegan, vicepresident of MAX, in "defining the
audience" for Xavier's Women's

W~k with her. in developing themes
and clarifying ideas appropriate to
the propam. Another important
worker since the Week•s inception
has been Jean Dye,· Director of the
Xavier News Bureau. These three
women together formed the nucleus
of concepts and enthusiasm for the
project, according to Lynd-Price.
Carol Breslin, a senior Urban
Studies major (Business minor) is
o~e who joined ~ynd-Price's CO!ft·
· m1ttee soon after 1t expanded tom~lude non-memben of MAX. Carol
ts a ~ommuter student and works
full-tune as a store manager.
To Carol Breslin, the be:rt aspect
·of her w2rk on the project has b~en
to see all .these women getting
together, wing their own reso111ces
to help other women.''
. Xavier women may get toa,et~er
wit~ womenfr.om the greater ~rncm
nat1 profes:rional community on
Sunday at Breen Lodge E~ucational
Resource and Womens Center

3225 Madlsc>n Rd.
.east of Oakley Square

2 l.D.'1 REQUIRED

International
justice course
offered soon

Varied major
established by
Dr. Fontana·
For the student interested in a
field of study not specifically offered
as a major at Xavier, the Scholars'
Program Interdisciplinary Major
combines a variety of courses as a
means toward an individualized
education. The X. U. ·Scholars'
Program is 8dvertised il1 an opportunity to broaden a student's education so that it .encompasses a more
·
individualized curriculum.
The·. Scholan' Program Interdisciplinary Major wu propOled to.
the Board of Undergfaduate Studies .
(BUGS) in March by Dr; Ernest
Fontana and was unanU..ously ap- ·
proved. Since then, Dr. Fontana has
.. been.directing the program; helping
eaeh . student .form a curriculum
focused on his · · or her apecific
· academic needs.
·
At the beginning of the Fall, 1975
semester there we~ thirty Freshmen
and seventeen Sophomores and
Juniors participating · in the
·program. EaCb of the students is es-

. ~ .; ... ;- > .:.:.,. . : . ~~'~.:p·_:
.. _.·.
: :: ..~; •.. tim•~·to:befrom tbC·uppeftwenty:.:
• - - - - - - - - - - - - - -....- - - - - - - - • per
cent for
of his
highpenonalized
school clusand
looking
a m~re
and ·

10 minutes from Xavier campus

(3832 Ledgewood). Cooperation
and capability among women in
politics will. be a focw for
Wednesday's sessions.
Iris Keels, Director of Staff Personnel, has worked at Xavier more
than 11 years. She saw the university's transition, aswomenjoined the
faculty and young women began to
be admitted as full-time undergraduates.
Iris Keels entered into her "initial
involvement to get il?formation
about the program to all women on
campw. The program presents an
overview of women and their involvement all through the years as
well as today," she says.
On Tuesday, October 7, some of
the women who have been at Xavier

challenging collese curriculum.
The interdisciplinary aspect works
in this way: alona with the completion of the H.I.P. core-curriculum,
the student selects at least eight two
hundred level or above courses in
varied areas, with a specific, stated
intention in mind.
The Scholars' Program Inter·
disciplinary Major ii limed toward
expanding a student's education at
· Xavier so as to individualize one•s
college education, and toward
eliminating the restrictions of
following a particular major course
of study for the advanced and inquisitive student.

for many of. its yean. as a men's
school will be honored. A buffet
luncheon is planned for women of
the . faculty, administration and
clerical staff.
Junior Sue Stevenot recentlyjoined the re:rident staff of Breen Lodge
Educational Reso111ce and Women's
Center. She has helped with
Wo~n's Week planning only for
the last month. "It's really giv9Jg
women a chance to talk alfout
problems that are unfq6e to
women," says Stevenot. '/.
One problematic /aspect of
women's liv.es will 1 be addressed
Monday, when /An Ounce of
Prevention., will' inform people
about rape and}ts legal and personal
aspects,. and self-defense. Wednesday night, the Equal Rights Amendment as a possible solution tO some
of women's difficulties· will be
presented. An overview of "Women
in a Changing World,.. with film and
discussion, takes place Thunday.
Psychologist Lorraine Perlmutter,
· Ph. D., will moderate. .
A June, 1915, graduate.of Xavier,
Tracey Robson is now a member of
the Campw Ministry. When asked
by an obnoxious member of the
press to "give the Campus Ministry ·
view of Women's Week," Tracey
quipped "Donna Lynd-Price ought
to be canonized next week."
Commenting more seriously on
the project, with which -she helped,
Robson said that planners "can•t say·
'you've got to go to raise your con~
sciousness.' That's why this program
offers entertainment as well . . .''
Thursday's concert and Friday's
games illustrate her point.
Relatively n~w to Xavier is Peg
Dillon, Acting Dean of Women. She
came to campus this summer, and
found plans for . the extensive
program well in progress. The News
asked for her initial impression of
the work being done.
"I'm floored," replied the Dean. "I
think it's really fantastic. The
amount of organization, determination and the maturity that's been
'shown with it" have "really im. pressed" Dillon.

Xavier's
unique
··academic
··offerings

Perspectives On International
Jwtice and Liberation is the title for
a weekend . course to be held at
Xavier the weekend of October 17,
18, 19. This course, through a
balance. of presentations and small
· group work, will examine the
· relationship between the United
States and the Third World, and
how we in the United States and the
poor of the world affect each other.
A picture of the reality of our·
· relationship to the Third World will
arise· from cue studies and throush
brinpng the tools of analysis and
theology of liberation to bear on the
subject matter. (Theology. of Liberation is basically a reflection on the
experiences of Christian communities which are strugling in the
political arena to throw off the
· dominance of the poor by the rich).
Finally, possible responses to the
problems posed will be discovered
. and discussed· · through · working
topther.
· ·
. · Small group work will be the key . ,
to the ·program•s success with the
staff number . depending on ·the
'9
number of those re1istered for the
course. In addition to participation,·
a penonal reaction paper of 3-5
pages will be required to attain a .
grade for the course.
Three Jesuits will form the core of··
the staff. They and their'
qualifications are:
.
•Terry Charlton, earned a B.A.
from the University of Detroit and a
M.S. in philosophy from Fordham
Univenity. He spent last summer
1tudying in Peru and is currently a
student at a Jesuit School . of ..
Theology in Chicago. where he is
~itcemrating on iocial theology. ff..e
11 a member ofthe lesuit Project fQr

:i
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Senate/seeks concessions
,.-'

.

bf QEaORAH GASTON
.· /

N... Std wr11tr

Th~/)eaders of /student govern-

meni ·are . now concerned. with the
,task of placing students in the major
policy-making structures of the University. For although changes have
occurred in recent years which have
involved students in various aspects
of the Xavier community, students
are still not involved in university
bodies which make major decisions.
One such structure is the Board of
Trustees. "Camp Xavier," a booklet
published by student government,
describes the Board as "a body of 19
Jesuits ancl 6 laymen, who decide on
all matters that are of a permanent
nature. They are the governing body
of the institution in policy-making,
their primary concern being the
financial welfare of Xavier." Many
student senators stated their belief
that students, as the University's
largest body of supporters and those
most directly affected by the Board's
decisions, should have their viewpoints voiced in such policy
decisions.
Interaction between Board

!"embers and students is important ·
if the Board is to assess the needs of
.. the students fairly and accuratelv. ·
Board members face the possibility
of becoming too far removed from
many of the issues on which they
decide. Paul Peterhans, President of
student ·government, believes that
the Board should be aware of how
the students live: "Understanding
and interaction will be assured by
having a student on the Board of
Trustees."
Ideally, Peterhans would like to
have a voting student Board
member: He adds, '7his is an extraneous goal, in a way. I'm looking
for ways for the students and administrators to come together, in
order to become more free in their
relationships."
Peterhans is also concerned about
the Board. Student government
seeks to have Board membership expanded to iiiclude a woman, a
representative of the minorities, and
a faculty member, as well as a. stu:.
dent.
Other major structures within the
University which have no student

I

.'

WVXU-FM

representation are the Budget
Review Committee, the Scholarship
Committee, and the Central Affirmative Action Committee. The
latter is a committee set up to review
the University•s conformity with
civil rights legislation.
· A formal proposal has been sent
to the University Senate requesting
student membership on the Budget
Review Committee. If permitted, the
student member will act as an
observer, with subsequent reports to
Student Senate. Peterhans states the
threefold purpose of student
membership as follows: I) to present
the student viewpoint on decisions
made by the committee; 2) to tie in
the Student Senate with policymaking operations in the University.
For in order to follow the directives
of the University, Senate must be attuned to its goals and objectives; 3)
to allow the student body to know
how wheir money is being U!ed.
It is felt that if some of the mysti-.
que is lifted in terms of some of the
policies, students might be more
comfortable living with those
policies.

11:00 A.M.

to
2:00 A.M.
MONDAY
thru

FRIDAY

91.7

To investigate maintenance

Student Senate confronts nitty-gritty issues
by SUE STEVENOT

On September 22 ·an informal
meeting of Student Senate was held
at 2 p.m. in the O.K.1. room. VicePresident Beth Younger called the
meeting to order and introduced the
first item of business, nomination of
a new secretary. Amy Lukesic, a
senior, was unanimously approved
as secretary. ·
President Paul Peterhans then
briefed the senators on the upcoming
Government workshop, Septe"1ber
26, 27; and 28. He stressed full par- ·
ticipation by Senate membership in
order to strengthen the Student
Government community.
Next on the agenda was the formation . of a Maintenance Task
Force. The Task Force was proposed. by Senators who are dissatisfied
with maintenance in terms of
response time, number of people
necessary to efficiently handle work

tasks, and the qualiiy of finished information in this year•s.Oirectory.
Senator Tom Wathers initiated a
work. It was suggested that senators
involve themselves and other in- . waste campaign.
The campaign will be aimed at
terested students in an inv~tigative
group for. positive action. Students making students aware of the
involved in the Task Force would amount of food waste in the
have to decide on' a goal, in- cafeteria, in terms of how much
vestigative procedures, and money it is costing the students
recommendations. Senator Ed themselves. It was suggested that this
Bauer volunteered to determine method could be applied to the cost
.what improvements have been made of a single cut class, and damage to
in the dorms, and to suggest University property, specifically, in
necessary improvements. Se~tor the dorms.
It was decided to set a permanent
Bob Hinckley, a sophomore,
volunteered to head the Task Force. meeting time as soon as possible.
Student Senate's responsibility for Senator's schedules were collected
student directories was discussed. for this purpose.
Plans were discussed for settling a
Senator Tom Madigan pointed out
that full-time College of Continuing permanent meeting time as soon as
Education students have not been · senator's schedules have been coorlisted in previous directories, dinated. The schedule for Senate
although they have paid the ac- meetings will .be posted on the Stutivities fee. Senators Bauer and dent Government bulletin board in ·
Madigan !~~·~responsible for the. the University 'Center.
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CAMERA

WECARRY
THE MOST
EXTENSIVE
INVENTQRY.

CAMPUS SPECIALS

~llifj.
•

,

135mm f:3.5 RokkOr fens 11.15

Auto MC LENSES
• •
73.00
.. •
51.00
. •
74.IO
• •
51.00
• .,
14.111
MC • 131.95
. . 114.00

alovin·
glassful

•

•

•

•

EverrHdy Clll

•

.

,

•

111.15
9.15

Orig. Ricoh 135mm 1:2.8 or

•

.

48.00

Honeywell

Pentax

'-"11

SP-1000 w/1:2 SMCT

PIMM:A

NEW fmproVld ST·701/f:1.B with

hotlhoe, split imagt.

ii0ii110A'.ii Li'Nii's- - - 24mm 1:2.8 •
28mm 1:2.5 •
28mm 1:3.5 •
35mm 1:2.B •
B5mm 1:1.7 •
135mm 1:2.B
200mm 1:4.5
50mm .Micro

Clmtf8

•

21.00

NEW MINDI.TA/CELTIC
28mm/3.5 MC •
35mm/2.8 MC •
135mm/2.8 MC •
135mm/3.5 MC •
200mm/4.0 MC •
100·200 Zoom/5.6
50mm MACRO

AICOH TLS

w/f:2 lens, 1/1000 shutter speed,
1tlf·tim1r COPAL shu1t1t, SLR

28mm 1:2.8 lens.

Lowest Pricn In Countrytl
SRT 101 w/1.7 Rokkor X 207.95
101 Body only • • • 159.95
SRT 102 w/1.7 Rokko• X 238.95
102 Body only • • • 179.95

For 1.4 Lem .:id

Ricoh

•

151.ts

Qj
,

• 141.95

1U.50
144.50
105.95
11.50
110.00
123.00
115.00
11541.00

COLLEGE PHOTO-PHONE SERVICE FOR ORDERS. 8t ADDI·
TIONAL PRICE INFO. CALL TOLL-FREE 1-18001-421-8618.
REGULAR MAIL ORDER LINE (213) 394-3222

All merchandise is brand new with manufacturer's
. warranty. All prices subject to change without notice.
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NORWOOD PLAZA

IO'rci DISCOUNT FOR ALL·XAVIER STUDENTS
AND J'ACIJl.TY MEMBERS

NATIONAL COIN.OPERATED.
CAR
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ANITA BUCK
XAVIER
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Gullible's Travels
by Lemuel Gullible,
First a Butcher and then a
Cook aboard several Ships
Having been condemnedby Nature and Fortune to an active and restless Life; in two Months ajier iny
Return, I again left my native Country and took Ship on the 17th ofSep!ember, 1699, in the Adventure,
bound for Surat.
..
.
We began with a prosperous <iale, but on thefourth day a southern Monsoon set in, and the fierce Sea
swamped our Ship.
What became ofmy Companions, I cannot tell,· but conclude that They were all lost. For my own part,
I swam as'Fortune directed me, and was pushedforward by Wind and Tide. I <?ften let my Legs drop, and
could/eel no Bottom. But when I was almost gone, and able to struggle no longer, /found myselfwithin
my Depth; and by this time the Storm was much abated. ·
When I had struggled inland somewhat, I observed a huge Creature approaching. He appeared as tall
·as an ordinary Spire-steeple,- and took about ten Yards at every Stride; as near as I could guess. I was
struck with the utmost Fear and Astonishment, and tried to hide, but could not conceal Myself before
the Giant' had espyed me.
Rather than weary you with the details ofmy first encounter with th_ is mammo.th Mortal, allow me to
relate what / learned thereof.
.
·
·
To my surprise, ·the Behemoth and I spoke nearly the same Tongue, and in Ii.Ille time we could converse
quite adequately. /learned that I had arrived at Xavierana, a land of which /had heard exotic tales, but
. had never really thought existed. The Creature I met was a Member ofthe Brombastingnags, one ofthe
two Races of Mortals which inhabited this island Kingdom. They were ruled by Mully Ully Gue, a most
mighty Emperor, who consulted with an Imperial Council of Tugarustees.
The other Species. inhabiting the Island were the Lilliheethens, a diminutiv"'; Race which huddled
together in three stone fortresses: Hutmania, ... Coolmania, and Blockmania.
Now the Brombastingnags were a clever.race, and Holders ofa most complex Philosophy. They lured
Lil/iheethens to Xavieranafrom abroad by promising to make them grow as impressive and sage as
They. For indeed, my Friend, the Brombastingnags were, I believe, benevolent at Heart, and.felt for
the Lilliheethens as parents do/or their Children.
The Lilliheethens, whom I also had Opportunity to observe, were tiny Mortals, roughly one tenth my
own Size, and one twentieth the Size of the Brombastingnags. They lived, as I have stated, in peculiar
stone Fortresses and were in many ways an unhappy Race. For though the Brombastingnags had
promised to teach Them how to act in a grown Way, in even personal matters the Lilliheethens were
.forced by their Overlords to conform to very peculiar Customs.
One relateth to their social Intermingling: The Males and Females were required by Xavierana law·
not to stay witliin eacli other's Areas past certain Hours. One Brombastingnag explained to me that this
was for their own Good-"Li//iheethens need someone to look over them.for.at a certain Hour of the
Day the atmosphere works strange Effects on their Physiology: their Temperature skyrocketeth, they
grow noisy and uncontrollable, and they are likely to engage in undesirable socia/Relations." Most
Lil/iheethens were not aware that this Change took place, and thought they knew better how to suit their
Laws to Themselves, but they offered no Resistance-for the Tugarustees imposed severe Penalties
upon He who breaketh a Law.
.
· .· .
Another custom relateth to Wastahol, an intoxicating Beverage potent enough to render Lilliheethens
nearly powerless. While this Drink wasforbidden in the Fortress, Lilliheethens were allowed to consurrie
the Liquor}ust outside the Fortress and then to enter again as drunk as they pleased: Though this seemeth
..
inconsistent to you or l my Friend, the Brombastingnags saw no inconsistency in their L~ws. ·
Yea, verily, one would think that the Brombastingnags would allow the Lilliheethens to concoct iheir ·. .:
own laws and hence be a happier little people; And yet, I am struck by the/act that .the Lilliheethens in · ·· ·
general seem content to let the Brombastingnags rule them, and do not truly try to rule themselves. I irn- ·
agine they are lulled into complacence by any Benevolence the Brombasiingnags show Them. · ~ ·
·The Blockmaniacs do rule themselves to some Extent, and are a happier Clam but the Dormant Coun~ ·
cils of tlie Hut- and Coo/manics are never convoked And so the Lilliheethens continue to abide un ·
the Rule of the Brombasiingnags. They are unhappy at being ruled, yet seem wiwilling to :rule
Themselves. Of course, One can understand this in the/ace of the Brombastingnags, who wanttlie . ·
Li//iheethens to grow but do not promote Lilliheethen Responsibilities in the .Policy-making of the · · ..
Kingdom.
In closing this Letter, my Friend, let me tell you ihat I have sailedfrom Xavierana with some Relief.:
For the. Brombasiingnags tried to enclose me in a dorin also. But, I left before they could.for as you
know, I am not- that gullible.
·
. ~Lemuel

'
//1
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br Tom Flrnn
·X1wterNm ·

fairs - whether that total stranger· be C•l
/. Prohihiton will end street crime. If the
Rowan, William Buckley, Steve Bedell, Our consumption of alcohol were declared a
Man Flynn, or even Frank Weikel. Especially · 'felony, just about every man, woman, and
Frank Weikel.
child in America today would wind up behind
Maybe your average newspaper reader
bars. There are teetotalers, of course, but few
assumes that the columnist knows mo;e than · of those upright souls totally avoid the comthe reader - after all, 'the columnist is getting
pany of alcohol users. so most of them would
printed and the reader isn't. Ultimately, I
probably get hauled in on circumstantial evi- .
think people continue to follow their favorite dence. Now as we all know, one of the diseditoria/ists in the vague, ·utopian hope that,
tinguishing characteristics of the ..career
some day, one of those idiots will babble criminal" is his familiarity with the judicial
something useful: like how to end street crime,
process which enables him to get out on bail
curb pollution, restore the people's faith in cheaply and quickly, no matter how heinous
government, fight the eyils of computeriza· _ his offense. In short, 24 hours after Prohibition, and make Detente/pa/atable to Middle tion arrests began, the Nation's criminals
America • all in one fell swoop.
Okay, so the newspaper columnist has a
subconscious mandate from his readers to
Save The World Without Passing Go Or
Collecting $200. So where does that leave me?
by Tom Flynn
Well, let it never be said that Our Man Flynn
Anyhow, In this respect Rleus believed shirked in his duties Jo the reading public.
himself to be on the rfaht road - In ft1htln1 Presented herewith: my fail-safe scheme for
a1alnst creation as he found It. - Camus, The the immediate elevation of the human condiPlague;
·tion. It's a simple idea - a one-step scheme, unSTOP11 Stop and ask yourself, Self, why tire adorned by even a single contingency clause you reading Our Man Flynn? Be honest, Self.
but· then, aren't all great ideas simple?
You're a hard-working student. A pretty good Anyway, here's how I plan tosaveMankind,
slice of your General Fee goes to support the
Bring hack Prohibition.
I told you it was simple: Furthermore, its
Xavier News and, thereby, the regular ·
benefits are obvious. Let's say Prohibition
publication of this column. Who is this Tom
Flynjerk anyway, Self, hat you should spend went into effect next Tuesday. The Muskie
your wzluahle time letting him into your head life-style that has evolved on campus over the
years would disintegrate next Wednesday.
every week?
Okay, now you've asked yourself. How has That alone would almostjustify the expense of
yourself answered you? Why does yourself remobilizing the Untouchables.
But there's niore. Think about it. Prohibicontinue reading my words?
...Oh, I see. You don't know why you're tion, and only Prohibition, has the potential to would be rc;~ing the .sti'eetS - where they'd
reading my column. That's all right, though. I end street crime, curb pollution, restore the pose no danger to law-abidin~ citizens, all of
can't imagine why you're reading it, either. people's faith in sovernment, fight the evils of whom are still safely in the clink.
2. Prohibition will curb pollution. This
Frankly, it's always been a mystery to me why computerization, and make Detente palatable
one's easy. The prime .cause of environmental
anybody invests his time (much less his to Middle America.
You don't believe me? Let's check it out pollution·is the tamily car. Now when was the
money) in the passive absorption of whatever
last time you heard of a two-car family in a
any total stranger has to say about world af- step-by-step.

Federal penite:ntiary?
3. Prohibition will restore the people'sfaith
in government. Today, few Americans trust
their elected leaders. We haven't forgotten
Watergate, and to most of us a politician is still
a crook. Well, when everybody's been locked
up for alcohol violations, John Doe won't be
able to look down his nose at even the most
flagrant ward-heeler. We'll all be crooks then,
an~ government of the people, by the people,
and for the people will flourish anew in the
land. ·
4. Prohibition will fight the evils of computerization. One of the biggest shortcomings
of mass-computerization is that everybody is
assigned a number - and another number, and
another number, and another... You're one
-number to your insurance company, another
to your state's Department of Motor Vehicles,
another number to the Social Security people,
and another discrete number for every credit
card you have. If everybody sot locked up at ·
once, we'd ·au get new numbers (boldy embossed on our shirts between the black stripes,
for all to see), and we could standardize on
them.
5. Prohibition will make Detente palatable
to Middle America. When all domestic
production of beer and whiskey has stopped,
vast amounts of wheat, barley, hops, and
other grains will become available for other
uses. Then nobody will care how much wheat
we sell to the Russians.
·
Well, there we are: Our Man Flynn's proofpositive plan to cul'e the ills ofour beleaguered
civilization. I offer it, no strings attached, to
anyone who wants it.
I ask only one thing in return for my efforts.
If any 9f the lunkheads in Washington.get a
hold of my scheme and try to implement it, I
want to be notified at once.
After all, X.U. Housing saw an early draft
of this column only once - and look what
happened there!

~r. Prest•eat~~~~~~-.-~~~~~~~~~~-=-~~--,r--~~~~~~~~~~;__~___,
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librarY hU been able to pas the ALA
minimum for volume number, and this was
due primarily to a reVision of the ratins
· Any problem recopizcd over four years
syitem. For the library to receive a grade of
aso by the administration should be well
"'A" in this new system, it must have a
on its way towards rectification. Or so one .. minirililm of 210,000 volumes..Instead,
would think. There is one area; however, in
McDonald· has only 170,000, a deficit of
which the evidence might lead one to think
40,000, earnins a far from "basically sood"
otherwise. ·At a local meetins of. the
mark· of "C."
American Association . of · Univerlity '\ Mr. John · Vigle, McDonald Library
Professors in March of 1971, the "new"
Director, working with an inadequate
president of the University, Rev. Robert
budpt, is none-the-less optimistic about
W. Mulligan, S.J~, suggested in his speech
the future. The budget has been somewhat
that the three elements necessary for the
mcreased over the past few years, and Mr.
academic excellence of a university are: the
Vigle expects to reach the 231,000 volume
students, the faculty, and the library.
lewl by 1981, the lSOth anniversary of
"Although ail three of these areas at Xavier
.Xavier University. As far as wo!_king space
need.further improvement," he remarked, . in the building is concerned, the director
"I think they are basically good." The need
expressed his concern over the lack of work
for "further improvement" was in
and office space for cataloguing and
reference to the fact that the McDonald
Memorial Library could not pass man~· of
the standards set by the American Library
Association for'a library serving the needs
of a university such as Xavier.
The library budget, which should comprise the standard S% of the total aeneral
processing books, and the lack of storage
space. Mr. Vigle stated that this will get
even worse as the library collects more
volumes. The library earned a ''solid A" as
far as floor area, book stack capacity and
number of seats for student use.
On the subject of periodical subscriptions, Mr. Vigle reported Xavier as below ·
par when compared to other colleges in
Ohio similar to Xavier. The average is one
subscription per 100 students, while Mc·
·Donald has only one per 150 students,
making a total of about 1200.periodicals.
Mr. Vigle said the library should have
1700, but that he hoped to add about 120
new periodical titles per year over th~ next
five years, depending on the budget. The
greatest part of the present periodical
budget is used for merely renewing presentThe library · budget, which
ly held subscriptions.
should comprise the standard
However, the library situation is steadily
5% of the total general and
improving. The library did receive a small
educational expenditures, has
increase for microfilm and equipment
which M~. Vigle termed "very helpfuL" ln
never even been near the 4%
addition to this, because of a grant from the
mark.
Corbett foundation, the record listening
and educational expenditures, has never
area on the second floor has been substan·
even been near the 4% mark, making it difiially stocked with "serious music" and
fic~lt to maintain the present sub~standard
. turntables. Hope(ully, as Mr: Vigle said,
level, let alone catch up to the standards for
the library will include more popular selec· ·
library quality set by the ALA.
tions, such as· rock, jazz and. comedy
· In fact, this is the first vear that the
records.
bJ MICHAEL VILABOY
""" sc.ir . . . .

/Xavier Library
lacks funds,
struggles to
meet standards

Thuncl1y, Ocklber 2, 1171

/

USE HOLV CARDS~
.

The most important and useful innova- .
tion is the long-awaited organization and
implementation of the Greater Cincinnati
Library Consortium (fonQerly the OhioKentucky Regional Library and Information Council.) The GCLC is a prosram by
. which each Xavier student, and students
from ·each of the area's colleges and universities will have access to ·about 20 area
collep, university, and technical libraries
by pniscnting a· student ID card. A small
booklet describing the program and listing
all the institutions involved is available in
the library, accordins to Mr. Viile. ·

news analgsis
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The McDonald Library has
improved during the past four
year.s, but a large expanse of
rocky road has yet to be
trav.elled.
According to the director, his biggest
concern is for the library staff. He does not
have enough professional members nor an
adequate clerical-supp.ort staff. He sees this
problem as becoming worse as the library
inventory increases.
"Still," Mr. Vigle insisted, "the administration here, especially in the last two
years, has been fairly good." He has gotten
"good support" from the Academic VicePresident, Rev. Francis Brennan, S.J., and
from Father Mulligan.
Yet both the lack of financial support
and internal problems contribute.to the dif~
ficulty of maintaining a library which must
not meet, but' surpass the standards set for
the average university if it is to carry on in
the Jesuit tradition.of scholastic excellence.
The McDonald Library has improved during the past four years, but a· targe expanse
of rocky road has yet to be travelled.

Karate
from page 3
The purpose of the Xavier Kara~e
Club and Tae Kwon Do in general 1s
to present to the student an art form.
This goes above and beyond the concept of mere physical fitness into the
realm of philos<>phy and psychology.
·
Karate as an art also serves to
teach the student c<;>ntrol and selfconfidence. Through karate, a student learns his limitations and excesses, and no longer feels the need
to prove himself.
.
The Xavier Karate Club 1s extending a welcome to anyo~e wishing to
join and invites those interested to
atte~d any of the class periods ~eld
on Monday and Thursday evenmgs
in the Kuhlman · Hall 6th Floor
Lounge at 6 p.m. Anyone w~o ~ould
not attend the orgaruzauonal
meeting should contact John Curro
(745-3626) or Kim 1 Limes (563-1200;
769-4228). The , fee is $60 per
semester, which entitles a person to
two lessons per week, and an unlimited amount of lessons and practice time at any of Master Kyongwon
Ahn's schools in the Cincinnati area.

Baseball

Shean:r explained that the new
O'Connor Field back. Originally, it
was thought that construction of the policy is an attempt "to enforce
without subjecting the R.A.'s to
intramural pool would cause the loss
of the baseball field this year. That, harassment." This goal is brought
however, has not been the case. Al.I about by "removing the R.A.'s f~om
that. was done ·to the field was the judgemental situations. They JUSt
·erection of a temporary chain-link have to write it all down,so students
fence in right field. This shortens the know what to expect."
right field line to about 300 feet.
Several R.A. 's with whom the
Hopefully, it will be "Troxell's
News spoke echoed Mr. Shearer's
Territory."
feelings on the new policy. One R.A.
stated that "there is a tendency to be
stricter but there is less subjectivity." A~other felt that this "shift in
responsibility" result~ in "a great~r
ment where guilthasbeenestablish- degree· of consistency in
d
e.
d enforcement-a greater degree of
Many students used the wor
due process."
"crackdown" in speaking of the
Although no difinitive statement
policy, and some expressed conc~rn could be drawn from the poll
over the possibilities of students "1n~ statistics concerning the equity and
forming" on each other. . ·
effectiveness of the enforcement of
· Mr. Rod Shearer, Vice-President intervisitation hours, strong feelings
of Student Development, explained of dissatisfaction were expressed in
the development of the new enforce- regards to the enforcement of t~e
ment policy. "The present enforce- University's regulations on alcoholic
ment policy was brought about by beverages.
the realization that not only a lack of ' This policy was found to be "unenforcement but an extreme incon- fair and .basically impossible to
sistency ·within the halls was effect" by 59% of the students polled.
resulting in complaints from One Kuhlman coed commented
stud~nts, parents, and faculty·" A typically that the policy is "unfair to
committee was formed in mid- the student over 21, who is legally
spring. "We went through a lot of allowed alcohol possession in the
different methods. This one won out state of Ohfo...
over .all other alternatives."

lntervis
from page 1

The Committee mem.bers include:
. Dave Tom also expressed his
desire for student input. "In the long : Carol Jacober, Joe and Tom
run, 1 think this is one of the best Broderick, Jack Nieporte and Mary
things that's .happened. I expected . Beth Burst.
some negative reactions, . and. I
realize it's not perfect." Tom 1s ''will. ing fo meet with students. I'm expecting dialogue-I want it."
.
Shearer readily admitted that Third World Awareness.
there are grey areas in the enforce•James Schulz, S.J. worked for
ment of the alcohol regulations, but five years in Peru and is cur~ent~y
"we couldn't figure out how to avoid . working in a Latino commumty 1!1 ·
it." Shearer urged student input on Chicago while studying at the Jesmt
how to deal with this problem School of Theology.
without resorting to a system of car• Fr. Joseph Mulligan, S.J., has
ding, but until a solution is found, been involved in the civil rights and
felt that students over 21 should use. peace movements and for the last
their privilege ''with dis~retion" and several )ears has- concentrated .on
"k~p it out of the sight of the
Third World issues· and U.S. imR.A.'s".
perialism. As a f~lltime sta~f member
of the Jesuit Project for Third World
Awareness, he gives retreats,
seminars, workshops for teachers,
.
and lectures. ·
more than three tickets for any one
The tentative schedule for this
evening at the Symphony or course includes case studies .on
Playhouse, or more than four tick~ts SouthCast Asia, Peru, and Chile, a
for the Nutcracker S.uite - restric- presentation. of A_lie~atio~ in
tions which will depend on student Capitalist Society, A Cmcmnat1 conresponse.
.
cern group-The Peacemakers, and
The Consortium, a thorough three sessions on Theology of
directory of . the Cincinnati Ex- Liberation. Further information on
perience, will be available .to .Xav!er this unique course and on registering
students at a discount pnce. It m- may be received by · contacting
. eludes everything from where to Tracey Robson at Bellarmine
goto what to do in the Queen City. Chapel, 745-3398.

lnternation al
from page 4

.Culture
from page 8 ·
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Shows typing space (inches)
remaining on page; insures
consistant bottom margins

Quick-Set™ Visible Margins
---

Position carriage and· press
left and right margin buttons

12" Carriage
Accepts large envelopes
and oversize paper. Takes
letter paper the 1.ong way.

Removable Platen

Full Range Tabulation
Full· range of stops
for subheadings, indents
and statistical typing

Copy-Set TM Control
Regulates force of typing im. pression for number of copies
being made...:.10 calibrations

· Changeab.le Type TM Units
Can be attached to special
type bars; add versatility
with signs, symbols,
accents and special marks

Half-Space Key \:Makes corrections easy and
permits right margin justifying
The B11eli P119e is a free classified section
available to students, faculty, and staff of Xavier
University: Ads should not exceed twenty words
and must be submitted in writing at the University Center Information Desk c/o The BllCk P119e
no later than the Sunday preceding publication.
Sorry, no ad will be repea!ed unless resubmitted.
THIRTY-tw~ need a sood home. If they 1rc not
adopted soon, they will be destroyed. If you ca~
provide a sood home, contact the P1ycholo1y Dept. at
745-JSJS on Mon .• Wed .• Fri. between IO:J0.12:30.
Leave name and phone no.
SARA: Let me know if you -d anymore plup. John.
DEAR Phil King: Plca!C touch me with your silence..
Signed, Hopeful.
FADES: Thanks to the old BV at ND. Ann Landers
will be proud of you. Be glad. Now you•rc normal.
FROM the F'S 74-"7S: Le Grand Fromagedit "Ca var"
aux F'4 "75-76.
BB: Creepy lhinp come in shccty packascs.
SAILING INFO: XU Sailing Team wants you! No experience necessary. If interested. come Tuesday 7:30,
Fordham Room or call 745-3270.
ATTENTION: aux F'4,Guardez-vouscontre Alain 8.,
le pere spirituel.
DEBATERS desperately desired for the Poland
Philopcdic Dcbatina Society. Contact Dr. Bill Jones,
745-3668. .
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·~
Automatic Repeat Actions
Electric repeat on hyphen,
underline, crossout (x)
and dot

Power Space Key

CARRYING CASE

Gives fast repeat spacing for
forms and statistical work.

Flight-styled, vinyl-clad all
metal case-lightweight, rugged)

TYPEWRITER RENTAL
.

.

At Your

x.u.

UNIVERSITY BO.OKSTORE
UNIVERSITY CENTER BLDG.

Reasonable Rates

FRESHMEN WHO havcnot picked up the Freshmen
Registry should contact Tom Madisan or Ruch Russo
as soon as possible.

STUDENTS

INTERESTED in

helping with

H.ecruiting should contact Katie Pearson in Room JOS

By The. Week

$8.00

By The Month

$20.00

of the Admissions Office or call 745-3269.
M1\l.E-CHAUVINIST-PIG Day will be highlighted
atx. U. hy a reception open to all al the Men•s Resource
Cen1er.

WANTED: Sports writers for the Xavier News. Can
starr wriling sports immediately. High school ex·.

pcrience not necessary. Call Tom Usher. 745-3738.
rffOTOGRAPHERS, section editors,. copy writers,
1vpists. sales ·and adve{'tising agents needed fo~ year·

book staff. Meetings on Mondays at 6 p.m. m IOI
Kuhlman.
1~74-1975 MUSKETEER yearbook will be available
at the end of October.
·
OPENJ:o;Gs availavle for a number of University
Commiuees: Business major on BUGS and r~presen·
1a1ives for Commuler Council. If inlercstc_d an thes.e

No Deposit Required

SMITH-CORONA ELECTRIC PORTABLE

and other openings, leave name and phone m Student
Governmenl Office.

·

MATH
problems
freeTues
rutorinsin
Alumni
Hall,:45Mon
Wed
.• Fri.,
l-2 p.m.:
.. and Thur>.
12:45-1
p.m,..
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